
Chapter 14:Chapter 14:
Income Tax Considerations & AfterIncome Tax Considerations & After--Tax Tax 

Cash Flows for the Equity InvestorCash Flows for the Equity Investor



Going from the “Going from the “property beforeproperty before--tax tax cash flows” (PBTCF), cash flows” (PBTCF), 
to the “to the “equity afterequity after--taxtax cash flows” (EATCF). . .cash flows” (EATCF). . .

1) Property level (PBTCF):1) Property level (PBTCF):
•• Net CF produced by property, before subtracting debt svc pmts (Net CF produced by property, before subtracting debt svc pmts (DS) DS) 
and inc. taxes.and inc. taxes.
•• CFsCFs to to GovtGovt, Debt investors (mortgagees), equity owners. , Debt investors (mortgagees), equity owners. 
•• CFsCFs due purely to underlying productive physical asset, not based odue purely to underlying productive physical asset, not based on n 
financing or income tax effects. financing or income tax effects. 
•• Relatively easy to observe empirically.Relatively easy to observe empirically.

2) Equity ownership after2) Equity ownership after--tax level (EATCF):tax level (EATCF):
•• Net CF avail. to equity owner after DS & taxes.Net CF avail. to equity owner after DS & taxes.
•• Determines value of equity only (not value to lenders).Determines value of equity only (not value to lenders).
•• Sensitive to financing and income tax effects.Sensitive to financing and income tax effects.
•• Usually difficult to observe empirically (differs across investUsually difficult to observe empirically (differs across investors). ors). 



3 MAJOR DIFFERENCES between PBTCF & EATCF levels:3 MAJOR DIFFERENCES between PBTCF & EATCF levels:

Depreciation: An expense that reduces income 
tax cash outflows, but not itself a cash outflow at 
the before-tax level. (IRS income tax rules for 
property income based on accrual accounting, 
not cash flow accounting.)
Capital expenditures: Not an accrual “expense” 
(because adds to asset value, “asset” life > 1 
yr), hence not deducted from taxable income, 
even though they are a cash outflow.
Debt principal amortization: Like capex, a cash 
outflow, but not deductible from taxable income.



Exhibit 14-1a: Equity After-Tax Cash Flows from Operations 
 
      PGI 
   - vacancy 
   = EGI 

-  OEs 
   =NOI 
 
 
Cash Flow     Taxes  
- Capital Improvements Exp.   Net Operating Income (NOI)  
= PBTCF     -Interest (I)      
- Debt Service (Int. & Principal)  -Depreciation expense (DE) 
- Income Tax     = Taxable Income 
= EATCF     x Investor’s income tax rate 

= Income Tax Due  



Exhibit 14-1b: Computation of CGT in Reversion Cash Flow 
 
 Net Sale Proceeds (NSP) 
- Adjusted Basis  
= Taxable Gain on Sale 
x CGT Rate  
= Taxes Due on Sale 
 
where the Adjusted Basis or Net Book Value is calculated as: 
 
 Original Basis (Total Initial Cost) 
+ Capital Improvement Expenditures 
- Accumulated Depreciation  
= Adjusted Basis 
 



From PBTCF to EATCF. . . 
 
Operating: 
     PBTCF 
       IE  
   -    DS <---- +PP  
   _______ 
    EBTCF 
       τ(NOI) 
   -   tax <----  -τ(DE) <---"Tax Shield" (DTS) 
   _______   -τ(IE) <---"Tax Shield" (ITS) offset        

   EATCF               by tax expense to lender 
 
Reversion: 
                      PBTCF 
                     -  OLB 
                     ______ 
                      EBTCF 
                     -  CGT  =  τG[VT –  SE – (V0 + AccCI)] +  τR(AccDE) 
                     ______ 
                      EATCF

Another perspective: Another perspective: 



Depreciation Expense:Depreciation Expense:

Straight-line
– 39 years, commercial
– 27.5 years, residential (apts)

Land not depreciable:
– (typic. 20% in Midwest, South)
– (often 50% in big E. & W. Coast cities)



Exhibit 14-2: Example After-Tax Income & Cash Flow Proformas . . .

Property Purchase Price (Year 0): $1,000,000 Unlevered: Levered:
Depreciable Cost Basis: $800,000 Before-tax IRR: 10.60% 11.86%
Ordinary Income Tax Rate: 40.00% After-tax IRR: 7.35% 10.48%
Capital Gains Tax Rate: 20.00%
Depreciation Recapture R__________ 25.00% __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ ____________ _____________ ______________

Year: Oper. Reversion Rever. Total
Operating: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yr.10 Item: Yr.10 Yr.10
Accrual Items:

NOI $90,000 $92,250 $94,556 $96,920 $99,343 $101,827 $104,372 $106,982 $109,656 $112,398 Sale Price $1,280,085
- Depr.Exp. $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 - Book Val $809,091

- Int.Exp. $75,000 $74,800 $74,600 $74,400 $74,200 $74,000 $73,800 $73,600 $73,400 $73,200
=Net Income (BT) ($14,091) ($11,641) ($9,135) ($6,571) ($3,948) ($1,264) $1,481 $4,291 $7,165 $10,107 =Book Gain $470,994 $481,100

- IncTax ($5,636) ($4,656) ($3,654) ($2,628) ($1,579) ($506) $593 $1,716 $2,866 $4,043 - CGT $108,744
=Net Income (AT) ($8,455) ($6,985) ($5,481) ($3,942) ($2,369) ($759) $889 $2,574 $4,299 $6,064 =Gain (AT) $362,249 $368,314

Adjusting Accrual to Reflect Cash Flow:
- Cap. Imprv. Expdtr. $0 $0 $50,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $50,000 $0 $0

+ Depr.Exp. $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 $29,091 + Book Val $809,091
-DebtAmort $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000 -LoanBal $730,000

=EATCF $18,636 $20,106 ($28,390) $23,148 $24,722 $26,332 $27,980 ($20,335) $31,390 $33,155 =EATCF $441,340 $474,495

+ IncTax ($5,636) ($4,656) ($3,654) ($2,628) ($1,579) ($506) $593 $1,716 $2,866 $4,043 + CGT $108,744
=EBTCF $13,000 $15,450 ($32,044) $20,520 $23,143 $25,827 $28,572 ($18,618) $34,256 $37,198 =EBTCF $550,085 $587,282

____________________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ ____________ _____________ ______________
CASH FLOW COMPONENTS FORMAT

Year: Oper. Reversion Rever. Total
Operating: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Yr.10 Item Yr.10 Yr.10
Accrual Items:

NOI $90,000 $92,250 $94,556 $96,920 $99,343 $101,827 $104,372 $106,982 $109,656 $112,398 Sale Price $1,280,085
- Cap. Imprv. Expdtr. $0 $0 $50,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $50,000 $0 $0

=PBTCF $90,000 $92,250 $44,556 $96,920 $99,343 $101,827 $104,372 $56,982 $109,656 $112,398 =PBTCF $1,280,085 $1,392,482
- Debt Svc $77,000 $76,800 $76,600 $76,400 $76,200 $76,000 $75,800 $75,600 $75,400 $75,200 - LoanBal $730,000

=EBTCF $13,000 $15,450 ($32,044) $20,520 $23,143 $25,827 $28,572 ($18,618) $34,256 $37,198 =EBTCF $550,085 $587,282
-taxNOI $36,000 $36,900 $37,823 $38,768 $39,737 $40,731 $41,749 $42,793 $43,863 $44,959 taxMktGain $36,017 $80,976

+ DTS $11,636 $11,636 $11,636 $11,636 $11,636 $11,636 $11,636 $11,636 $11,636 $11,636 - AccDTS ($72,727) ($61,091)
+ ITS $30,000 $29,920 $29,840 $29,760 $29,680 $29,600 $29,520 $29,440 $29,360 $29,280 $29,280

=EATCF $18,636 $20,106 ($28,390) $23,148 $24,722 $26,332 $27,980 ($20,335) $31,390 $33,155 EATCF $441,340 $474,495



NOI = $90,000, 1st yr. 

- Depr.Exp. = $800,000/27.5 = $29,091, ea. yr.

- Int.Exp. = $750,000*10% = $75,000, 1st yr.
=Net Income (BT) = 90000 - 29091- 75000 = -$14,091.

- IncTax = (.4)(-14091) = - $5,636, 1st yr.

=Net Income (AT) = -14091 - (-5636) = - $8,455, 1st yr.

Adjusting Accrual to Reflect Cash Flow:
- Cap. Imprv. Expdtr. = - $0, 1st yr.

+ Depr.Exp. = + $29,091, ea. yr.
-DebtAmort = - $2,000, ea. yr (this loan).

=EATCF = (-8455-0+29091-2000) = $18,636, 1st yr.

+ IncTax = +(-$5,636) = -$5,636, 1st y r.
=EBTCF = 18636 - 5636 = $13,000, 1st yr.

Year 1 projection, Operating Cash Flow (details):Year 1 projection, Operating Cash Flow (details):



Sale Price = VT - SE
= NOI11/.09 - SE = 1.025*$112,398/0.09 – 0 = $1,280,085 

- Book Val = - (V0 + AccCI - AccDE)
= - (1000000 + 100000 – 290910) = - $809,091 

=Book Gain = 1280085 – 809091 = $470,994 
Inclu 1280085 – (1000000+100000) = 180085 Gain, + 290910 Recapture

- CGT = (.20)(180085) + (.25)(290910) = -$108,744 

=Gain (AT) = 470994 – 108744 = $362,249 

Adjusting Accrual to Reflect Cash Flow:

+ Book Val = + $809,091 

-LoanBal = - (750000 – 10*2000) = -$730,000 

=EATCF = 362249 + 809091 – 730000 = $441,340 

+ CGT = + $108,744 

=EBTCF = 441340 + 108744 = $550,085 

Reversion Cash Flow, Year 10 (details):Reversion Cash Flow, Year 10 (details):



Cash Flow Components Format… 
 
Operating: 
  PBTCF     = NOI – CI = $90,000 - $0 = $90,000, 1st yr. 
     IE   = $750,000 * 10% = $75,000, 1st yr. 
   -    DS <----  +PP   = + $2,000 = $77,000, 1st yr. 
_______     _______ 
 EBTCF     = $90,000 - $77,000 = $13,000 
 
    τ(NOI)   = - (.4)$90,000 = $36,000, 1st yr. 
-   tax <----  -τ(DE) <---(“DTS”) = + (.4)$29,091 = $11,636, ea.yr. 
    -τ(IE) <---(“ITS”) = + (.4)$75,000 = $30,000, 1st yr. 
_______     _______ 
 EATCF               = $13,000 - $36,000 + $11,636 + $30,000 
      = $18,636, 1st yr.  
 
Reversion (Yr.10): 
PBTCF     = 1.025*$112,398/0.09 = $1,280,085. 
-  OLB     = $750,000 – (10*$2,000) = $730,000. 
______     ________ 
EBTCF     = 1280085 – 730000 = $550,085 
- CGT Mkt Gain Component =  τG[VT –  SE – (V0 + AccCI)]  
      = - (0.20)(1280085-0-(1000000+100000)  
      = - (0.20)(1280085 – 1100000) = $36,017. 
- CGT DTS Recapture Comp. =   - τR(AccDE) 
      = - (0.25)($290,910) = - $72,728. 
______     ________ 
EATCF      = 550085 – (36017 + 72728) 
   = 550085 - 108744 = $441,340.



10-yr Going-in IRR:

Property (Unlvd) Equity (Levd)

Before-tax 10.60% 11.86%

After-tax 7.35% 10.48%

AT/BT 735/1060 = 69% 1048/1186 = 88%

Effective Tax Rate
With ord inc=40%, 
CGT=20%, Recapt=25%.

100% – 69% = 31% 100% - 88% = 12%

Projected Total Return Calculations:Projected Total Return Calculations:



Apprec.Rate  = 2.50% Bldg.Val/Prop.Val= 80.00% Loan= $750,000
Yield  =  9.00% Depreciable Life= 27.5 years Int= 10.00%
Income Tax Rate  = 40.00% CGTax Rate = 20.00% Amort/yr $2,000

DepRecapture Rate= 25.00%
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

tax w/out (4)-(5)+(6)  Loan (4)-(9) (7)-(9)+(10) (9)-(10)
Year Prop.Val NOI CI PBTCF shields  DTS  PATCF LoanBal DS ITS  EBTCF  EATCF LoanATCFs

0 $1,000,000 ($1,000,000) ($1,000,000) $750,000 ($750,000) ($250,000) ($250,000) ($750,000)
1 $1,025,000 $90,000 $0 $90,000 $36,000 $11,636 $65,636 $748,000 $77,000 $30,000 $13,000 $18,636 $47,000
2 $1,050,625 $92,250 $0 $92,250 $36,900 $11,636 $66,986 $746,000 $76,800 $29,920 $15,450 $20,106 $46,880
3 $1,076,891 $94,556 $50,000 $44,556 $37,823 $11,636 $18,370 $744,000 $76,600 $29,840 ($32,044) ($28,390) $46,760
4 $1,103,813 $96,920 $0 $96,920 $38,768 $11,636 $69,788 $742,000 $76,400 $29,760 $20,520 $23,148 $46,640
5 $1,131,408 $99,343 $0 $99,343 $39,737 $11,636 $71,242 $740,000 $76,200 $29,680 $23,143 $24,722 $46,520
6 $1,159,693 $101,827 $0 $101,827 $40,731 $11,636 $72,732 $738,000 $76,000 $29,600 $25,827 $26,332 $46,400
7 $1,188,686 $104,372 $0 $104,372 $41,749 $11,636 $74,260 $736,000 $75,800 $29,520 $28,572 $27,980 $46,280
8 $1,218,403 $106,982 $50,000 $56,982 $42,793 $11,636 $25,825 $734,000 $75,600 $29,440 ($18,618) ($20,335) $46,160
9 $1,248,863 $109,656 $0 $109,656 $43,863 $11,636 $77,430 $732,000 $75,400 $29,360 $34,256 $31,390 $46,040

10 $1,280,085 $112,398 $0 $1,392,482 $80,976 ($61,091) $1,250,415 $730,000 $805,200 $29,280 $587,282 $474,495 $775,920

IRR of above CF Stream  = 10.60% 7.35% 10.00% 11.86% 10.48% 6.00%



Does the lower effective tax rate on levered equity imply that Does the lower effective tax rate on levered equity imply that 
borrowing is profitable (in the sense of  NPV>0)?borrowing is profitable (in the sense of  NPV>0)?

(Do you believe in a “free lunch”?...)(Do you believe in a “free lunch”?...)

Recall from Chapter 13:Recall from Chapter 13:

•• Leverage increases expected total return,Leverage increases expected total return,

•• But it also increases risk.But it also increases risk.

•• Risk increases proportionately to Risk increases proportionately to risk premiumrisk premium in in E[rE[r].].

•• Hence E[RP] / Unit of Risk remains constant.Hence E[RP] / Unit of Risk remains constant.

•• Hence, Hence, NPV(borrowingNPV(borrowing)=0 ()=0 (No “free lunchNo “free lunch”).”).

•• This holds true afterThis holds true after--tax as well as beforetax as well as before--tax (at least for tax (at least for 
marginal investors marginal investors –– those with tax rates typical of marginal those with tax rates typical of marginal 
investors in the debt market).investors in the debt market).



Numerical example:Numerical example:
•• RiskfreeRiskfree interest rate = 6%.interest rate = 6%.

•• Tax on Tax on marglmargl investors Tinvestors T--Bill income = 33.3%.Bill income = 33.3%.

•• AfterAfter--tax tax RiskfreeRiskfree interest rate = 4%.interest rate = 4%.

•• Expected total return on property (goingExpected total return on property (going--in IRR) = 8%.in IRR) = 8%.

•• Effective tax rate on property IRR = 18.75%.Effective tax rate on property IRR = 18.75%.

•• AfterAfter--tax expected total return on property = 6.5%.tax expected total return on property = 6.5%.

•• UnleveredUnlevered risk premium = 8%risk premium = 8%--6% = 2% BT, = 6.5%6% = 2% BT, = 6.5%--4% = 2.5% AT.4% = 2.5% AT.

•• Suppose leverage doubles risk, then:Suppose leverage doubles risk, then:

•• Levered RP BT = 2X2% = 4%, Levered RP AT = 2X2.5% = 5%.Levered RP BT = 2X2% = 4%, Levered RP AT = 2X2.5% = 5%.

•• Levered Levered E[rE[r] = ] = rrff + RP = 6% + 4% = 10% BT, = 4% + 5% = 9% AT.+ RP = 6% + 4% = 10% BT, = 4% + 5% = 9% AT.

•• Then effective tax rate is: 1 Then effective tax rate is: 1 –– 6.5/8 = 18.75% BT, 1 6.5/8 = 18.75% BT, 1 –– 9/10 = 10% AT.9/10 = 10% AT.

•• But E[RP]/Risk is the same Levered & But E[RP]/Risk is the same Levered & UnleveredUnlevered, both BT & AT., both BT & AT.



Risk & Return, BT & AT
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Or, Using the Or, Using the 
returns from returns from 
our apartment our apartment 
bldg example, bldg example, 
we could have we could have 
this linear this linear 
relationshiprelationship

Lower Lower 
effective tax effective tax 
rate in levered rate in levered 
return does return does 
not imply that not imply that 
risk premium risk premium 
per unit of risk per unit of risk 
is greater with is greater with 
leverage than leverage than 
without.without.

rf = 5% AT

rf = 8.3% BT



14.4 After14.4 After--Tax Equity Valuation & Capital BudgetingTax Equity Valuation & Capital Budgeting

14.4.1 After14.4.1 After--Tax DCF in General:Tax DCF in General:
•• Discount Equity AfterDiscount Equity After--Tax Cash Flows (EATCF),Tax Cash Flows (EATCF),

•• At Equity AfterAt Equity After--Tax Discount Rate (Levered),Tax Discount Rate (Levered),

•• To arrive at PV of Equity.To arrive at PV of Equity.

•• Add PV of Loan (cash borrower obtains),Add PV of Loan (cash borrower obtains),

•• To arrive at Investment Value (IV) of property:To arrive at Investment Value (IV) of property:

•• Max price investor should pay (if they must):Max price investor should pay (if they must):

•• Don’t forget injunction against paying more  than MV Don’t forget injunction against paying more  than MV 
(regardless of IV):(regardless of IV):

Always consider MV, not just IV.Always consider MV, not just IV.

AfterAfter--Tax (AT) analysis generally applies to “Investment Value” (IV), Tax (AT) analysis generally applies to “Investment Value” (IV), 
while beforewhile before--tax (BT) analysis applies to “Market Value” (MV).tax (BT) analysis applies to “Market Value” (MV).



Although it makes theoretical sense, there is a major practical Although it makes theoretical sense, there is a major practical 
problem  with the EATCF/EATOCC approach described problem  with the EATCF/EATOCC approach described 
above:above:

It is very difficult to empirically observe or to accurately It is very difficult to empirically observe or to accurately 
estimate the appropriate levered equity afterestimate the appropriate levered equity after--tax opportunity tax opportunity 

cost of capital, cost of capital, E[rE[r], the appropriate hurdle going], the appropriate hurdle going--in IRR.in IRR.

•• Can observe marketCan observe market--based based unleveredunlevered (property) going(property) going--in IRR, and adjust in IRR, and adjust 
for leverage using WACC, butfor leverage using WACC, but

•• WACC not accurate for longWACC not accurate for long--term term IRRsIRRs,,

•• And we still must account for the effective tax rate on the marAnd we still must account for the effective tax rate on the marginal ginal 
investor (recall that discount rate OCC even for investment valuinvestor (recall that discount rate OCC even for investment value is market e is market 
OCC, reflecting marginal investor’s afterOCC, reflecting marginal investor’s after--tax OCC).tax OCC).

•• This is a function not only of tax rates, but holding period anThis is a function not only of tax rates, but holding period and degree of d degree of 
leverage (recall apartment example: Effective tax rate went fromleverage (recall apartment example: Effective tax rate went from 31% to 31% to 
12% in that case, with that particular bldg, holding period, & l12% in that case, with that particular bldg, holding period, & loan).oan).



e.g., In apartment building example, e.g., In apartment building example, 
If  we did not already (somehow) know that $1,000,000 was the maIf  we did not already (somehow) know that $1,000,000 was the market rket 
value of the property,value of the property,

What would be the meaning of the 10.48% equity afterWhat would be the meaning of the 10.48% equity after--tax IRR tax IRR 
expectation that we calculated?expectation that we calculated?

But if we already know the property market value, then what doesBut if we already know the property market value, then what does the the 
10.48% equity after10.48% equity after--tax IRR tell us, that matters? . . .tax IRR tell us, that matters? . . .

How can we compare it to that offered by other alternative invesHow can we compare it to that offered by other alternative investments tments 
unless we know they are of the same risk (or we can quantify theunless we know they are of the same risk (or we can quantify the risk risk 
difference in a way that can be meaningfully related to the requdifference in a way that can be meaningfully related to the required goingired going--
in IRR risk premium)?in IRR risk premium)?

Have we gone to a lot of trouble to calculate a number (the equiHave we gone to a lot of trouble to calculate a number (the equity afterty after--tax tax 
goinggoing--in IRR) that has no rigorous use in decision making? . . .in IRR) that has no rigorous use in decision making? . . .

Fasten your seatbelts…
The latter part of Chapter 14 is an attempt to bring some rigor into micro-level 
real estate investment valuation based on fundamental economic principles.



14.4.2 Shortcut for Marginal Investors (& for Market Value):14.4.2 Shortcut for Marginal Investors (& for Market Value):

Ignore the equity afterIgnore the equity after--tax level!tax level!
Work with the Property BeforeWork with the Property Before--Tax (PBT) level  cash flows and Tax (PBT) level  cash flows and 
OCC.OCC.

This always works for Market Value (MV) analysis, This always works for Market Value (MV) analysis, 

And also works for Investment Value (IV) analysis for And also works for Investment Value (IV) analysis for marginalmarginal
investors (those who are typically about equally on both the buyinvestors (those who are typically about equally on both the buy
and sell side of the relevant asset market and sell side of the relevant asset market –– recall Ch.12).recall Ch.12).

In the above circumstances, In the above circumstances, 

The PBT approach is not only simpler,The PBT approach is not only simpler,

It is more accurate (fewer parameters to be estimated It is more accurate (fewer parameters to be estimated less less 
chance of estimation error).chance of estimation error).



Example:Example:

Recall the apartment property with the 10.60% PBTCFRecall the apartment property with the 10.60% PBTCF--based goingbased going--in IRR…in IRR…

The 10.60% PBT goingThe 10.60% PBT going--in IRR would presumably be empirically observable in IRR would presumably be empirically observable 
in the manner described in Section 11.2 of Chapter 11:in the manner described in Section 11.2 of Chapter 11:

•• Based on analysis of ex post return performance (e.g., NCREIF IBased on analysis of ex post return performance (e.g., NCREIF Index);ndex);

•• Based on current market survey information (&/or brokers’ knowlBased on current market survey information (&/or brokers’ knowledge);edge);

•• Backed out from observable recent transaction prices in the marBacked out from observable recent transaction prices in the market (cap rates ket (cap rates 
+ realistic growth, accounting for CI).+ realistic growth, accounting for CI).

Then apply the 10.60% market PBT discount rate to derive the $1,Then apply the 10.60% market PBT discount rate to derive the $1,000,000 000,000 
MV of the property (based on the PBTCF).MV of the property (based on the PBTCF).

Recognize that this MV also equals IV for marginal investors, thRecognize that this MV also equals IV for marginal investors, those typical ose typical 
on both the buyon both the buy--side and sellside and sell--side of the market.side of the market.

As noted in Ch.12, it’s probably best to assume you are a marginAs noted in Ch.12, it’s probably best to assume you are a marginal investor al investor 
unless you can clearly document how you differ (e.g., in tax staunless you can clearly document how you differ (e.g., in tax status) from tus) from 
typical investors in the market.typical investors in the market.



Example (cont.):Example (cont.):
As a next step (after you’ve estimated the $1,000,000 market valAs a next step (after you’ve estimated the $1,000,000 market value from market ue from market 
evidence), you can develop an EATCF for a typical marginal invesevidence), you can develop an EATCF for a typical marginal investor in the market tor in the market 
for this type of property, and derive the levered equity afterfor this type of property, and derive the levered equity after--tax OCC for the tax OCC for the 
property, based on the typical property, based on the typical EATCFsEATCFs and the $1,000,000 MV and the fact that MV and the $1,000,000 MV and the fact that MV 
= IV for marginal investors.= IV for marginal investors. (See Section 14.4.5.)(See Section 14.4.5.)

In our previous example, if the investor subject to the 40% ordiIn our previous example, if the investor subject to the 40% ordinary income tax rate nary income tax rate 
(& 20% capital gains & 25% recapture rates) were typical, then w(& 20% capital gains & 25% recapture rates) were typical, then we would derive the e would derive the 
10.48% rate noted previously. (In most markets, such taxable inv10.48% rate noted previously. (In most markets, such taxable investors are probably estors are probably 
typical marginal investors.)typical marginal investors.)

This 10.48% afterThis 10.48% after--tax, levered equity market OCC could then be used as the discountax, levered equity market OCC could then be used as the discount t 
rate in an analysis of rate in an analysis of youryour investment value (based on investment value (based on your ownyour own EATCF projection), EATCF projection), 
assuming a similar holding period and similar degree of leverageassuming a similar holding period and similar degree of leverage. (Don’t forget to . (Don’t forget to 
add the loan amount to the equity value.) add the loan amount to the equity value.) (See Section 14.4.6.)(See Section 14.4.6.)



Example (cont.):Example (cont.):
Obviously, if you are similar to the typical marginal investor iObviously, if you are similar to the typical marginal investor in the market, you will n the market, you will 
get the same $1,000,000 PV again, as you should (when you discouget the same $1,000,000 PV again, as you should (when you discount the same nt the same 
EATCFsEATCFs @ the 10.48% IRR that was based on that price and those @ the 10.48% IRR that was based on that price and those EATCFsEATCFs, and , and 
add the loan amount). Your IV will equal MV, by construction (deadd the loan amount). Your IV will equal MV, by construction (defining your fining your 
EATCFsEATCFs as typical of marginal investors). Hence, the validity of the Pas typical of marginal investors). Hence, the validity of the PBT shortcut. BT shortcut. 

But if you are not similar (i.e., your But if you are not similar (i.e., your EATCFsEATCFs differ from the typical investor’s), differ from the typical investor’s), 
then (using the 10.48% discount rate) you may get a personal IV then (using the 10.48% discount rate) you may get a personal IV for yourself that for yourself that 
differs from the MV (and marginal IV) of the property (i.e., difdiffers from the MV (and marginal IV) of the property (i.e., different from ferent from 
$1,000,000).$1,000,000).

But still, remember that you should not generally pay more than But still, remember that you should not generally pay more than MV (or sell for less MV (or sell for less 
than MV), even if your IV differs from MV. (Recall Section 12.1 than MV), even if your IV differs from MV. (Recall Section 12.1 in Chapter 12.)in Chapter 12.)

Use the PBT shortcut to estimate MV (based on as much market priUse the PBT shortcut to estimate MV (based on as much market price evidence as ce evidence as 
you can get).you can get).

Corollary: If you are not a marginal investor, then the after-tax levered equity IRR you 
calculate based on the property’s current market value will not equal the opportunity cost 
of capital relevant for evaluating your investment value of that levered equity, and will 
therefore not be relevant for quantifying the risk in that position.



14.4.3 Value 14.4.3 Value AdditivityAdditivity & the APV Decision Rule& the APV Decision Rule
The PBT approach is an example of use of the principle of “The PBT approach is an example of use of the principle of “Value Value AdditivityAdditivity”:”:

Value Value AdditivityAdditivity
““The value of the whole equals the sum of the values of the partsThe value of the whole equals the sum of the values of the parts, i.e., the , i.e., the 
sum of the values of all the marketable (private sector) claims sum of the values of all the marketable (private sector) claims on the asset.on the asset.””

 
   Prop.Val = Equity Val + Dbt Val 
 

V = E + D      
 

Where: V = Value of the property,  
E = Value of the equity,  
D = Value of the debt.  

 
Therefore:Therefore: E = V E = V –– D D 

“D” is usually straightforward to compute (unless loan is subsid“D” is usually straightforward to compute (unless loan is subsidized, MV of ized, MV of 
loan equals loan amount).loan equals loan amount).

So, use PBT to compute MV of “V”, then subtract MV of “D” to arrSo, use PBT to compute MV of “V”, then subtract MV of “D” to arrive at ive at 
MV of “E”, rather than trying to estimate “E” directly.MV of “E”, rather than trying to estimate “E” directly.



““Adjusted Present Value” (APV) Decision Rule…Adjusted Present Value” (APV) Decision Rule…
Like NPV, only accounts for financing…Like NPV, only accounts for financing…

APV(equityAPV(equity) = ) = NPV(propertyNPV(property) + ) + NPV(financingNPV(financing))

Based on the Value Based on the Value AdditivityAdditivity Principle:Principle:
Prop.Val = Equity Val + Dbt Val

V = E + D
Where: V = Value of the property,

E = Value of the equity, 
D = Value of the debt. 

Define: P = Price paid for the property, 
L = Amount of the loan…
V-P = E+D – P

= E+D – ((P-L)+L)
= E-(P-L) + D-L
= E-(P-L) – (L-D)

Thus: E-(P-L) = (V-P) + (L-D)
Or: APV(Equity) = NPV(Prop)+ NPV(Fin)

Note: Arbitrage basis of Value Additivity applies to MV, but the common sense of 
Value Additivity can be applied to IV as well. 



““Adjusted Present Value” (APV)…Adjusted Present Value” (APV)…

APV Investment Decision Rule:APV Investment Decision Rule:

Analogous to that of NPV…Analogous to that of NPV…

1)1) Maximize APV over mutually exclusive alternatives;Maximize APV over mutually exclusive alternatives;

2)2) Never do a deal with APV < 0.Never do a deal with APV < 0.

(APV = 0 is OK.)(APV = 0 is OK.)

(APV = 0 is normal from a MV perspective.)(APV = 0 is normal from a MV perspective.)



APV procedure can be expanded to any number of additive componenAPV procedure can be expanded to any number of additive components of a ts of a 
complex deal structure. e.g., complex deal structure. e.g., 

APV(equityAPV(equity) = ) = NPV(propertyNPV(property) + ) + NPV(preferredNPV(preferred) + ) + NPV(debtNPV(debt) + ) + NPV(taxNPV(tax credits)credits)

Try to use fundamental economic principles to help evaluate the Try to use fundamental economic principles to help evaluate the deal:deal:
•• Market equilibrium (competition),Market equilibrium (competition),
•• Rational behavior (Max NPV).Rational behavior (Max NPV).

For example…For example…
•• If the deal structure is typical (e.g., of a “class”), and suffIf the deal structure is typical (e.g., of a “class”), and sufficiently common that there iciently common that there 
is a functioning is a functioning marketmarket for these types of deals, then for these types of deals, then market equilibriummarket equilibrium will tend to will tend to 
make it reasonable to expect: make it reasonable to expect: APV(equityAPV(equity)=0)=0. (You can use this as a working . (You can use this as a working 
assumption to help ascertain the MV of the individual deal compoassumption to help ascertain the MV of the individual deal components and positions.)nents and positions.)

•• Even if the overall deal structure is unique (such that there iEven if the overall deal structure is unique (such that there is not a market for the s not a market for the 
equity as structured), many (or even all) of the individual compequity as structured), many (or even all) of the individual components and positions onents and positions 
may be typical enough that there is a market for them. It shouldmay be typical enough that there is a market for them. It should then be assumed that then be assumed that 
rational behaviorrational behavior on the part of all the parties to the deal would tend to drive on the part of all the parties to the deal would tend to drive NPV NPV 
toward zero for each component of the deal. If all the componenttoward zero for each component of the deal. If all the components of the APV are s of the APV are 
zero, then so is the APV.zero, then so is the APV.

Note that the above refers to market value based analysis (MV), not IV. 
Do you recall why MV is important to the investor?. . .



APV(equityAPV(equity) = ) = NPV(propertyNPV(property) + ) + NPV(financingNPV(financing))
NPV(propertyNPV(property) = NPV of ) = NPV of unleveredunlevered (all equity) investment in the property (as (all equity) investment in the property (as 
if no debt).if no debt).

For MV based NPV, this can (should) be computed using the PBT apFor MV based NPV, this can (should) be computed using the PBT approach.proach.

NPV(financingNPV(financing) = NPV of loan transaction.) = NPV of loan transaction.

Debt market is relatively efficient & competitive (debt productsDebt market is relatively efficient & competitive (debt products are relatively are relatively 
homogeneous, often securitized in 2ndary homogeneous, often securitized in 2ndary mktmkt, relatively transparent and , relatively transparent and 
straightforward to evaluate).straightforward to evaluate).

Hence, in the absence of Hence, in the absence of subsidizedsubsidized (below market interest rate) financing:(below market interest rate) financing:

NPV(financingNPV(financing) = 0, normally (on an MV basis).) = 0, normally (on an MV basis).

Recall: Recall: NPVNPVMVMV(buyer(buyer) = ) = --NPVNPVMVMV(seller(seller). ). 

So, for the loan transaction: So, for the loan transaction: NPVNPVMVMV(borrower(borrower) = ) = --NPVNPVMVMV(lender(lender))

In this (normal) situation (from an MV perspective): In this (normal) situation (from an MV perspective): 

APV(equityAPV(equity) = ) = NPV(propertyNPV(property).).

i.e., i.e., Evaluate the deal without the loan. (Use the PBT shortcut).Evaluate the deal without the loan. (Use the PBT shortcut).



What about investment value (IV) of nonWhat about investment value (IV) of non--subsidized (market rate) loans?subsidized (market rate) loans?

NPVNPVIVIV(financing(financing) may ) may notnot equal zero, even for marketequal zero, even for market--rate loan…rate loan…

The classic point in this regard is that the The classic point in this regard is that the interest tax shieldsinterest tax shields may give the may give the 
borrowing transaction a positive NPV (from an IV perspective) foborrowing transaction a positive NPV (from an IV perspective) for high tax r high tax 
bracket investors…bracket investors…
The borrower gets to The borrower gets to toto deduct mortgage interest payments from their deduct mortgage interest payments from their 
taxable income . . .taxable income . . .

The borrower thus saves taxes.The borrower thus saves taxes.

But what about the lender?But what about the lender?

Who is lender?Who is lender?
•• Marginal investor in debt capital market.Marginal investor in debt capital market.

Are marginal investors in debt Are marginal investors in debt mktmkt taxtax--exempt institutions? [Hint: Are taxexempt institutions? [Hint: Are tax--
exempt bond interest rates the same as taxable bond interest ratexempt bond interest rates the same as taxable bond interest rates? es? 
Remember: mortgages compete with bonds in the debt capital markeRemember: mortgages compete with bonds in the debt capital market.t.]]

No. So, marginal lender pays the taxes the borrower saves (at leNo. So, marginal lender pays the taxes the borrower saves (at least ast 
approximately).approximately).

Are lenders in the business of doing favors for borrowers?Are lenders in the business of doing favors for borrowers?



The afterThe after--tax tax opportunity cost of capitalopportunity cost of capital (OCC) in the mortgage reflects the (OCC) in the mortgage reflects the 
marginal lenders’ tax rate.marginal lenders’ tax rate.

Borrowers don’t really “save” any taxes Borrowers don’t really “save” any taxes unless borrower has a higher unless borrower has a higher 
marginal tax rate than marginal lender in debt marketmarginal tax rate than marginal lender in debt market (about 30% (about 30% -- based on based on 
the difference the difference betwbetw taxable taxable vsvs taxtax--exempt bond yields)exempt bond yields)..

Tax treatment and the borrowing transaction results in Tax treatment and the borrowing transaction results in no net value creationno net value creation
within the private sector (for the lender or the borrower, whethwithin the private sector (for the lender or the borrower, whether the er the 
borrower is a homeowner or apt landlord), borrower is a homeowner or apt landlord), unless the Government’s net tax unless the Government’s net tax 
revenue is thereby reducedrevenue is thereby reduced. . (If (If Govt’sGovt’s tax revenue is increased, then value is tax revenue is increased, then value is 
lost to the private property owner, hence borrowing would be neglost to the private property owner, hence borrowing would be negative NPV.)ative NPV.)

Thus, mortgage interest rates reflect the Thus, mortgage interest rates reflect the passpass--throughthrough of the marginal of the marginal 
lenders’ taxes on to the borrowers.lenders’ taxes on to the borrowers.



To compute investmentTo compute investment--value NPV:value NPV:
•• Use investor’s actual afterUse investor’s actual after--tax tax CFsCFs in numerators, butin numerators, but
•• Discount (in denominators) using Discount (in denominators) using market’smarket’s afterafter--tax cost of capital tax cost of capital 
(market price of capital, OCC)(market price of capital, OCC)

Relevant tax rate in OCC is Relevant tax rate in OCC is marginal lender’smarginal lender’s (it’s the lender’s capital, (it’s the lender’s capital, 
and marginal lender is who determines market price and marginal lender is who determines market price –– “opportunity “opportunity 
costs” reflect costs” reflect market pricesmarket prices).).

Result is:Result is:
•• Borrowing is zeroBorrowing is zero--NPV for borrowers with marginal tax rates equal to NPV for borrowers with marginal tax rates equal to 
marginal lenders (investors) in debt market (approx 30%).marginal lenders (investors) in debt market (approx 30%).
•• Borrowing is positiveBorrowing is positive--NPV for borrowers with higher tax rates; NPV for borrowers with higher tax rates; 
negativenegative--NPV for borrowers with lower tax rates (unless subsidized NPV for borrowers with lower tax rates (unless subsidized 
interest rate).interest rate).

Remember:Remember:



Numerical example: Numerical example: Suppose…Suppose…
•• Perpetual debt, $100,000.Perpetual debt, $100,000.
•• 5% required return (interest) 5% required return (interest) afterafter taxes (required by marginal lenders in taxes (required by marginal lenders in 
debt debt mktmkt, to get them to be just willing to invest in debt) = After, to get them to be just willing to invest in debt) = After--tax tax mktmkt
OCC of debt capital.OCC of debt capital.

What interest rate will be charged on the loan if marginal What interest rate will be charged on the loan if marginal dbtdbt investors’ tax rate investors’ tax rate 
is 30%?is 30%?

5% / (1 5% / (1 –– 0.3)  = 5% / 0.7  =  7.14%.0.3)  = 5% / 0.7  =  7.14%.
Now suppose borrowers & lenders Now suppose borrowers & lenders bothboth face 30% tax rate.face 30% tax rate.

What is IVWhat is IV--based NPV of loan deal to borrower & to lender?…based NPV of loan deal to borrower & to lender?…

NPV(B)NPV(B) = +$100,000 = +$100,000 –– (1(1--.3)$7,140 / .05.3)$7,140 / .05
= +$100,000 = +$100,000 -- $5,000 / .05  =  +$100,000 $5,000 / .05  =  +$100,000 -- $100,000 = 0.$100,000 = 0.

NPV(L)NPV(L) = = --$100,000 + (1$100,000 + (1--.3)$7,140 / .05.3)$7,140 / .05
= = --$100,000 + $5,000 / .05  =  $100,000 + $5,000 / .05  =  --$100,000 + $100,000 = 0.$100,000 + $100,000 = 0.

If borrower faces higher tax rate (40%), then NPVIf borrower faces higher tax rate (40%), then NPVIVIV to borrower is:to borrower is:

NPV(B)NPV(B) = +$100,000 = +$100,000 –– (1(1--.4)$7,140 / .05.4)$7,140 / .05
= +$100,000 = +$100,000 -- $4,284 / .05  =  +$100,000 $4,284 / .05  =  +$100,000 -- $85,680 = +$14,320.$85,680 = +$14,320.



•• The value of the “interest tax shield” is an The value of the “interest tax shield” is an illusionillusion. It is negated by the . It is negated by the 
passpass--through of the lender’s tax obligation on the interest income. through of the lender’s tax obligation on the interest income. GovtGovt loses loses 
no net tax revenue. So private sector retains no additional incono net tax revenue. So private sector retains no additional income as a result me as a result 
of the borrowing. Hence, no value creation due to tax effect of of the borrowing. Hence, no value creation due to tax effect of borrowing borrowing 
transaction.transaction.

•• Even for high tax bracket investors, the IV of the “interest tEven for high tax bracket investors, the IV of the “interest tax shield” is ax shield” is 
considerably less than you might initially think. Note that the considerably less than you might initially think. Note that the $14,320 $14,320 
NPVNPVIVIV(Borrowing(Borrowing) is considerably less than the PV of the interest tax shields ) is considerably less than the PV of the interest tax shields 
(ITS) cash flows themselves…(ITS) cash flows themselves…

Thus, except for high tax bracket investors (higher than around Thus, except for high tax bracket investors (higher than around 30% tax 30% tax 
rate):rate):
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Also note that, if the type of property and deal is “typical” (sAlso note that, if the type of property and deal is “typical” (such that there is a uch that there is a 
functioning functioning marketmarket for such deals), for such deals), 

And if high tax bracket investors are the And if high tax bracket investors are the marginalmarginal investors in that market,investors in that market,

Then (for whatever tax bracket is on the margin):Then (for whatever tax bracket is on the margin):

Market equilibrium with competition & rational behavior will driMarket equilibrium with competition & rational behavior will drive the APV ve the APV 
toward zero, even from an investment value (IV) perspective (fortoward zero, even from an investment value (IV) perspective (for such such 
marginal investors, where IV = MV).marginal investors, where IV = MV).

In such circumstances, we would have (from an IV perspective forIn such circumstances, we would have (from an IV perspective for marginal marginal 
taxed investors):taxed investors):

NPV(loanNPV(loan) > 0) > 0

NPV(propertyNPV(property) < 0) < 0

APV(equityAPV(equity) = ) = NPV(propertyNPV(property) + ) + NPV(loanNPV(loan) = 0) = 0

Hence:Hence:

NPV(loanNPV(loan) = ) = --NPV(propertyNPV(property))

NPV(property) for tax-favored investors could still be zero or even positive, due to their 
tax-favored situation.



What about the NPV from both an MV and IV perspective for What about the NPV from both an MV and IV perspective for Subsidized Subsidized 
Loans Loans (below market interest rate financing)? . . .(below market interest rate financing)? . . .

14.4.4 Evaluating Subsidized Financing14.4.4 Evaluating Subsidized Financing

“Subsidized Loan”: 
 

 Below-market interest rate 
 
(e.g., “Seller Financing”) 
 
For borrower: 
NPV(Financing) = (Loan Amt) – PV(Loan CFs, @ MKT Int Rate)
 
For “Market Value”, Discount BTCFs @ BT OCC. 
 
For “Investment Value”, Discount ATCFs @ AT OCC.



You believe property value is: V = $20,000,000. 
 
Seller wants:     P = $20,500,000. 
 
Seller offers 5-yr, $10,000,000 interest-only loan @ 5% int. rate. 
Market interest rate on such loans is currently 8%. 
What is NPV(Financing) and APV of this deal?… 
(Assume annual pmts at end-of-periods.) 
 
On a “Market Value” (MV) basis: 
 

( ) ( )
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Thus:  APV = NPV(Property) + NPV(Financing) 
    = ($20M - $20.5M) + $1.2M 
    = (-0.5M) + 1.2M 
    = + $700,000.

Numerical example…Numerical example…

= $8,802,187



Answer:   V + NPV(Financing), based on IV. 
   = $20M + 0.8M = $20,800,000. 

On an “Investment Value” (IV) basis if borrower faces 40% 
income tax rate (& marginal lender also faces 40% rate):

Thus: APV = NPV(Property) + NPV(Financing)
= ($20M - $20.5M) + $0.8M
= (-0.5M) + 0.8M
= + $300,000.

How much more than $20,000,000 should buyer be 
willing to pay (if they must)? . . .

= $9,216,367



Summarizing Summarizing NPV(loanNPV(loan) from borrower’s perspective:) from borrower’s perspective:
•• Unsubsidized (Unsubsidized (mktmkt rate) loans:rate) loans:

•• NPV(loanNPV(loan) ) == 0 from 0 from MVMV (before(before--tax) perspective.tax) perspective.
•• NPV(loanNPV(loan) ) >> 0 (but much less than PV(ITS)) for 0 (but much less than PV(ITS)) for highhigh taxtax--bracket bracket 
taxable investors from taxable investors from IVIV perspective.perspective.
•• NPV(loanNPV(loan) ) << 0 for 0 for lowlow taxtax--bracket taxable investors from bracket taxable investors from IVIV
perspective.perspective.

••Subsidized (below Subsidized (below mktmkt rate) loans:rate) loans:
•• NPV(loanNPV(loan) ) >> 0 from 0 from MVMV perspective (by definition).perspective (by definition).
•• NPV(loanNPV(loan) ) >> 0 from 0 from IVIV perspective for perspective for highhigh or or averageaverage tax bracket tax bracket 
investors, butinvestors, but
•• NPV(loanNPV(loan) IV (after) IV (after--tax) tax) ≤≤ NPV(loanNPV(loan) MV (before) MV (before--tax):tax):
•• NPV(loanNPV(loan) IV (after) IV (after--tax) converges to (1tax) converges to (1--T)NPV(loan) MV (beforeT)NPV(loan) MV (before--
tax) as loantax) as loan--term approaches zero (where T is borrower’s tax rate);term approaches zero (where T is borrower’s tax rate);
•• NPV(loanNPV(loan) IV (after) IV (after--tax) converges to exactly equal tax) converges to exactly equal NPV(loanNPV(loan) MV ) MV 
(before(before--tax) as loantax) as loan--term approaches infinity (perpetual debt).term approaches infinity (perpetual debt).


